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Abstract— Nano-Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) imaging1

is a powerful scanning-based technique at nanometer spatial2

resolution that combines FTIR spectroscopy and scattering-type3

scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM). Recording4

large spatial areas using nano-FTIR is, however, limited, because5

its sequential data acquisition entails long measurement times.6

Compressed sensing and low-rank matrix reconstruction are7

mathematical techniques that can reduce the number of these8

measurements significantly by requiring only a small fraction of9

randomly chosen measurements. However, choosing this small10

set of measurements in a random fashion poses practical chal-11

lenges for scanning procedures and does not save as much12

time as desired. We, therefore, consider different subsampling13

schemes of practical relevance that ensure rapid data acquisition,14

much faster than random subsampling, in combination with a15

low-rank matrix reconstruction procedure. It is demonstrated16

that the quality of the results for almost all subsampling schemes17

considered, namely, original Lissajous, triangle Lissajous, and18

random reflection subsampling, is similar to that achieved for19

random subsampling. This implies that nano-FTIR imaging can20

be significantly extended to also cover samples extended over21

large areas while maintaining its high spatial resolution.22

Index Terms— Lissajous, low-rank matrix reconstruction,23

nano-Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), subsampling.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

INFRARED (IR) spectroscopy is a nondestructive tech-26

nique for material characterization used in fields rang-27

ing from analytical chemistry [1], [2], materials sciences28

[3], [4], and life sciences [5], [6], [7] to microelectronics [8].29

While the spatial resolution of conventional IR microscopy30

is limited to several micrometers due to the diffraction31

limit [9], this limitation can be overcome by modern scanning32

probe microscopy-based methods that apply, for instance,33

near-field-based techniques. Examples include scattering-type34
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scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) [10], [11], 35

atomic force microscopy-based IR spectroscopy (AFM-IR) 36

[12], [13], photoinduced force microscopy (PiFM) [14], tip- 37

enhanced photoluminescence (TEPL) spectroscopy [15], and 38

tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) [16]. 39

Nano-Fourier transform IR (FTIR) [17], [18] is another 40

scanning-based technique that combines FTIR spectroscopy 41

and s-SNOM. Here, FTIR spectroscopy uses a broadband 42

IR source, such as tunable lasers, thermal, or synchrotron 43

radiation. Spatial resolution is enhanced in s-SNOM by incor- 44

porating the principle of atomic force microscopy. Nano- 45

FTIR allows the complete spectrum at each pixel of the 46

scanned area to be acquired with nanoscale spatial resolution. 47

Typical applications of nano-FTIR range from the mapping of 48

semiconductors [19] to molecular fingerprinting [20]. 49

Usually, such scanning-based approaches take the spectra 50

in a sequential process, resulting in long acquisition times for 51

extended 2-D arrays. These scans may take several hours to 52

achieve nanometer spatial resolution over a substantial field 53

of view in the micrometer size regime. Such long acquisition 54

times may also lead to sample and tip damage as well as drift 55

artifacts. 56

Several methods have been presented to overcome long 57

acquisition times, e.g., in the fields of magnetic res- 58

onance imaging (see, for example, [21]) and scanning 59

probe microscopy [22]. For nano-FTIR, a compressed sens- 60

ing approach was introduced in [23]. Its potential bene- 61

fit was demonstrated by reconstruction results achieved for 62

nano-FTIR measurements when using only 11% of the original 63

data. Alternatively, a number of low-rank matrix reconstruction 64

algorithms were developed by [24], [25], [26], and [27], 65

in which they show that their methods require only a small 66

fraction of less than 10% of all measurements, which could, 67

in principle, reduce the experimental effort significantly. How- 68

ever, the reduced set of measurements was chosen randomly. 69

In practical terms, this implies that each single measurement 70

position needs to be accessed individually, thereby also passing 71

along idle routes and positioning times during which no 72

measurement is carried out. Consequently, the time saved is 73

less than that desired. 74

In this work, we introduce several subsampling schemes of 75

practical relevance that subsample experimental data according 76

to specific routes. The acquisition of these data avoids idle 77

routes and is feasible in practical use and much faster than 78

taking the same number of measurements at randomly chosen 79

positions. Motivated by Lissajous curves [28], we develop 80

routes based on 3-D boundary reflection and explore their 81
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Fig. 1. (a) Nano-FTIR principle. (b) Completely measured interferogram together with randomly chosen measurement positions. The interferogram is obtained
at the spatial position indicated by the red cross in the inset domain. The inset itself corresponds to the spatially resolved observation at the interferometer
position indicated by the black dashed line at 1021.6 μm.

applicability in nano-FTIR instruments pathing. Using the82

same low-rank matrix recovery method as in [25], we compare83

the low-rank reconstructions of the fully sampled dataset for84

different subsampling schemes with results obtained from85

random subsampling. The comparison is based on a dataset86

of a sample corresponding to the edge of an ultrathin gallium87

film beneath epitaxial graphene grown on 6H-SiC.88

This article is organized as follows. In Section II, the89

measurement process, data preparation, and acquisition are90

discussed. The numerical low-rank approximation method is91

presented together with the four subsampling schemes in92

Section III. Section IV demonstrates the results of different93

subsampling schemes. Finally, Section V gives some conclu-94

sions and an outlook on promising future research topics.95

II. NANO-FTIR AND DATA ACQUISITION96

A. Nano-FTIR97

Nano-FTIR is a scanning probe technique based, on the one98

hand, on FTIR spectroscopy and, on the other hand, on atomic99

force microscopy. A sharp metallic tip brought close to the100

sample scans the sample surface and backscatters the incident101

IR radiation. The metallic tip serves as an optical antenna and102

strongly restricts the incident optical field to the tip. The near103

field of the resulting nanoscale light source is then suitable104

for high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy. To separate105

the near-field contribution from the far-field background, the106

backscattered signal is demodulated at the second harmonic of107

the tip-modulation frequency. The interferogram is recorded108

by a Michelson interferometer [18], [29] as a function of the109

optical path difference, and the corresponding spectrum can110

be obtained from a Fourier transform of the interferogram.111

A schematic illustration of the experimental approach can be112

found in Fig. 1(a).113

B. Sample and Data Acquisition114

As a sample, we chose the edge of an ultrathin gallium115

film beneath epitaxial graphene on 6H-SiC [30]. The epi-116

taxial graphene was grown on the Si-face of SiC samples117

(5 × 10) mm2 cut from a semi-insulating 6H-SiC wafer118

with a nominal miscut angle of about 0.06◦ toward the119

(1100) plane. The graphene samples were prepared using 120

the polymer-assisted sublimation growth (PASG) technique, 121

which involves polymer adsorbates formed on the SiC surface 122

by liquid-phase deposition from a solution of a photoresist 123

(AZ5214E) in isopropanol followed by sonication and short 124

rinsing with isopropanol. The graphene layer growth was 125

processed at 1750 ◦C (argon atmosphere ≈1 bar, 6 min, zero 126

argon flow) with pre-vacuum annealing at 900 ◦C [31], [32]. 127

The PASG method applied allows for the growth of large-area 128

homogeneous monolayer graphene, with almost isotropic 129

resistance characteristics [33]. The fabrication of a large-area 130

2-D gallium layer at the interface of SiC and graphene has 131

been realized using the liquid metal intercalation technique 132

(LiMIT) [30]. This method achieves the lateral intercalation 133

and diffusion of Ga atoms at room temperature, resulting in the 134

conversion of epitaxial graphene to quasi-freestanding bilayer 135

graphene (QFBLG). The average thickness of the confined 136

gallium layer after the intercalation process is ≈1 nm at 137

the interface between SiC and graphene. In addition, van 138

der Pauw measurements revealed low carrier mobility as 139

well as strong electron doping of n ≈ 4.5 × 1012 cm−2 in 140

the SiC-confined Ga–QFBLG sample (SiC/2DGa/QFBLG) at 141

room temperature [30]. 142

The structure of the sample results in a strongly resonant 143

phononic spectrum around 920 cm−1 as well as a broad 144

metallic spectrum and also exhibits a transition region. Thus, 145

we have a large spectral variation for benchmarking the 146

proposed reconstruction algorithm. A visual representation of 147

the sample is given in Fig. 1(b). We like to point out that 148

the choice of the specimen is not made particularly to favor 149

any subsampling scheme or reconstruction method. However, 150

it serves as a prototype for the general applicability of the 151

methods introduced in the following. 152

Data acquisition via the Michelson interferometer results 153

in an interferogram I (z) with Nz = 1024 equidistant points 154

(�z ≈ 1.39 μm). The interferogram is converted to a spectrum 155

by Fourier transformation with a spectral resolution of �ν̃ = 156

1/Nz�z ≈ 7.03 cm−1. Altogether, 961 interferograms were 157

recorded on a rectangular area of 2 μm × 2 μm using a 158

Cartesian grid with 31 × 31 spatial locations. The fully sam- 159
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pled nano-FTIR dataset can, thus, be represented by a 3-D data160

cube with the dimensions of 31 × 31 × 1024 recorded within161

a total measurement time of 170 min. The fully acquired data162

cube serves as a ground truth to evaluate the reconstruction163

quality of different subsampling schemes. For the technical164

demonstration of our approach, the subsampling routes are165

synthetically applied to this original data cube.166

III. METHODS167

A. Low-Rank Matrix Reconstruction168

The concept of low-rank matrices arises in many mathemat-169

ical settings related to, e.g., modeling and data compression.170

Applications range from signal processing [34] and image171

restoration [35] to machine learning [36]. The recovery of172

a data matrix derived from incomplete observations is a173

relevant example of a task to which low-rank techniques can174

be applied. In the case presented here, the data matrix is175

approximated by a matrix product with each factor having176

lower dimensionality, resulting in a recovery result of lower177

rank. The main idea of low-rank matrix reconstruction is178

that a low-rank approximation already captures the main179

characteristics of the data, and less informative dimensions180

are removed. In [25], a low-rank matrix reconstruction was181

presented and successfully applied to subsampled FTIR data.182

Specifically, for observations X , the task is to find matrices183

U and V whose matrix product X̂ = UVT = ∑r
k=1 U·,k V·,k184

approximates X . If r > 0 is sufficiently small, X̂ is called the185

low-rank approximation of X . However, the solution to this186

decomposition is nonunique. For this reason, and to stabilize187

the numerical reconstruction, a Tikhonov regularization [37]188

also accounts for the spatial smoothness of the focal images.189

The low-rank factors U and V are obtained by minimizing the190

multilinear objective191

∥∥X − UVT
∥∥2

�
+ λ

(‖KU‖2
2 + ‖V ‖2

2

) −→ min192

where λ is chosen via an L-curve criterion [38], K represents a193

neighboring matrix, and ‖·‖� denotes the Euclidean norm over194

the index set �, which comprises the set of measured points195

and is subject to the following subsampling schemes. For more196

details and an in-depth description of the involved variables,197

we refer to [25], which also includes a step-by-step algorithm198

description. For comparison reasons, we fix r = 20 for which199

the reconstruction algorithm also terminated with reasonable200

tolerances.201

The resulting minimization problem is solved using an202

alternating algorithm that generates linear problems in each203

iteration. An implementation of the Python code employed in204

this work has been made publicly available [39].205

As described earlier, the nano-FTIR data can be repre-206

sented by a 3-D data cube. The low-rank matrix reconstruction207

applies to a 2-D object handled in the following way: if X208

denotes the matrix of measurements for the low-rank matrix209

reconstruction, then the rows of X indicate the spatial position210

of the measurements, and the columns of X indicate the211

interferometer position. Note that, via a one-to-one mapping212

from 3-D to 2-D, randomly chosen elements of the 3-D data213

Fig. 2. Visualization of different subsampling schemes. An xy view of the
first 1000 sampling points (top row) and the sum of the sampled points along
the z-axis (bottom row) for (a) and (d) triangle Lissajous, (b) and (e) original
Lissajous, and (c) and (f) random reflection. The colors in (d)–(f) indicate the
number of samples in the interferometer direction for each pixel in the xy
plane. Note that (e) has a different color scale than (d) and (f).

cube correspond to a specified selection of elements of the 214

2-D matrix. 215

B. Subsampling Schemes 216

According to [40], the samples in a data matrix are chosen 217

randomly to avoid information loss when recovering a low- 218

rank matrix. However, the usage of random subsampling does 219

not necessarily lead to significant savings in data acquisi- 220

tion time. For randomly selected nano-FTIR measurements, 221

each sample would need to be approached by nanoposition- 222

ing systems separately, which is a time-consuming process. 223

In addition, transit times between the samples are not used for 224

measurement. We, therefore, consider routes along which the 225

stages move, which usually occurs in a continuous manner. 226

In the following, the subsampling schemes considered are 227

listed. 228

1) Random: A common approach to subsampling is to take 229

a subset randomly selected from the full dataset. We use the 230

term random if the samples were selected uniformly along the 231

interferometer axis and within the image plane. 232

2) Original Lissajous: A 2-D Lissajous curve [41] is the 233

trajectory of a moving point whose coordinates are simple 234

harmonic motions. The parametric equation is given by 235

t �→
(

A0 + A sin(ω1t + ϕ1)
B0 + B sin(ω2t + ϕ2)

)
236

for t ∈ [0,∞). The 2-D Lissajous curves have been applied to 237

scanning techniques, including those in the fields of medical 238

imaging [42], atomic force microscopy [43], [44], and mag- 239

netic particle imaging [45]. We will extend the 2-D Lissajous 240

curves to create a 3-D Lissajous path by simply expanding the 241

parametric equation as follows: 242

t �→
⎛
⎝A0 + A sin(ω1t + ϕ1)

B0 + B sin(ω2t + ϕ2)
C0 + C sin(ω3t + ϕ3)

⎞
⎠. 243

Fig. 2(b) shows an xy view of the first 1000 sampling points 244

along the 3-D Lissajous curve. More details of the employed 245

scheme can be found in the Appendix. 246
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction results for the different subsampling schemes at an interferogram value of 1021.6 μm using 10% of the full data. First column:
triangle Lissajous. Second column: original Lissajous. Third column: random reflection. Fourth column: white light. Fifth column: random subsampling. The
number above the reconstructed data indicates the root-mean-square error at the interferogram value of 1021.6 μm.

Fig. 4. Reconstructed spectra from 731.1 to 1188.1 cm−1 at pixel (4, 25)
for the different subsampling schemes. Note that pixel (4, 25) corresponds to
point (a) in Fig. 5.

3) Triangle Lissajous: Although the samples of original247

Lissajous are scattered across the entire image stack, sinusoidal248

waves fail to create a uniform sampling pattern. In Fig. 2(e),249

the sum along the z-axis of all sample points is shown.250

Clearly, more samples are located at the border of the image,251

which could potentially lead to an undesirable biased image252

reconstruction. In [46], a 3-D triangle Lissajous subsampling253

Fig. 5. Amplitude of the spectra at peak position 920.9 cm−1 for fully
sampled data and subsampled data using a triangle Lissajous scheme. Four
different pixel locations (a)–(d) are marked and evaluated in Fig. 6.

scheme was introduced for spectroscopic laser-scanning imag- 254

ing. In Fig. 2(a), an xy view of the first 1000 sampling points 255

along the triangular Lissajous curve is shown. It can be seen 256

[see Fig. 2(d)] that the triangular wave design yields a much 257

more uniform sampling density than the original Lissajous 258

subsampling scheme. 259

Both the original Lissajous and triangle Lissajous trajecto- 260

ries are sampled in equidistant time steps. For each time step, 261

the interferogram value of the nearest point on the xyz grid 262

is recorded. 263

4) Random Reflection: Similar to the triangle Lissajous 264

scheme, we consider a so-called random reflection subsam- 265

pling scheme. From a given starting point, the samples are 266
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Fig. 6. Amplitude and phase of the reconstructed spectra at different pixel locations for triangle Lissajous subsampling and fully sampled data. The pixel
locations in the xy plane are (a) (4, 25), (b) (13, 22), (c) (10, 8), and (d) (24, 25).

acquired along a 3-D line until one of the borders is reached.267

Then, specified by a random angle, the line is reflected,268

and new samples can be measured until the next border is269

reached. This is repeated until the total number of samples is270

reached. In Fig. 2(c), an example of the xy view of the first271

1000 sampling points is shown, while in Fig. 2(f), one can see272

the sum along the z-axis of all sample points. Compared with273

the original Lissajous scheme, more samples are now in the274

center area.275

5) White Light: Finally, we introduce the so-called white276

light subsampling scheme. Here, full xy planes are measured,277

but only for some randomly chosen points along the interfer-278

ometer axis. This means that, for some points along the z-axis,279

no points are measured in the image plane, while for others,280

the entire xy plane is recorded.281

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION282

To test the influence of the different subsampling schemes,283

five subsets of the full dataset from Section II were created.284

The points belonging to each subset are chosen according to285

one of the five subsampling schemes presented earlier using a286

subsampling rate of 10%.287

In the following, we will assess the quality of the low-rank288

matrix reconstructions in terms of the available full dataset.289

Here, we specifically want to compare the results when using290

a random subsampling scheme to the results for the other291

schemes.292

In Fig. 3, the xy planes at the interferogram value of293

1021.6 μm are shown for the full dataset, the low-rank recon-294

structions, the differences between them, and the (subsampled)295

dataset for each subsampling scheme.296

TABLE I

SIMILARITY MEASURES FOR THE FIVE DIFFERENT LOW-RANK

RECONSTRUCTIONS. EACH VALUE REPRESENTS THE AVERAGE

OVER THE RESPECTIVE MEASURE FOR THE
RECONSTRUCTED PLANES FROM

415.6 TO 1166.2 μm

A summary of the different similarity measures between 297

the full dataset and low-rank reconstructions can be found in 298

Table I. The relative errors are calculated as ||X̂ −X ||F/||X ||F , 299

where || · ||F denotes the Frobenius norm, and where X̂ and X 300

denote the reconstructed and the full dataset, respectively. Note 301

that the correlation coefficient cannot be calculated for white 302

light subsampling, since the reconstruction is 0 everywhere for 303

any z plane where no sample was measured. 304

While the results of the triangle Lissajous, original Lis- 305

sajous, and random reflection scheme deliver results similar 306

to a random subsampling scheme, the results from the white 307

light reconstruction are extremely poor. 308

Note that Fig. 3 refers to an xy plane without samples for the 309

white light subsampling scheme. When looking at the results 310

of the white light subsampling scheme for xy planes that were 311

fully measured, the reconstruction is almost perfect. 312

In Fig. 4, the resulting spectra from the five reconstructions 313

are shown for pixel (4, 25) and from 731.1 to 1188.1 cm−1
314
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Fig. 7. Reconstruction results for the different subsampling schemes at the interferogram value of 1021.6 μm using 5% of the full data. First column: triangle
Lissajous. Second column: original Lissajous. Third column: random reflection. Fourth column: white light. Fifth column: random subsampling.

together with the spectrum of the full dataset. Similar to315

the abovementioned results, the white light reconstruction is316

extremely poor, whereas the other subsampling methods yield317

comparable results. When comparing the random subsam-318

pling scheme to the triangle Lissajous and original Lissajous319

schemes, the spectra are similar to each other.320

In Fig. 5, the amplitudes of the spectra at 920.9 cm−1 for321

the fully sampled data and the triangle Lissajous subsampling322

scheme are shown and appear to be in agreement.323

We choose four different points, each characterizing a324

special part of the spectrum and compare the Fourier amplitude325

and the Fourier phase of the spectra from 731.1 to 1188.1 cm−1
326

(see Fig. 6). The quality of the low-rank reconstruction for the327

triangle Lissajous subsampling leads to an agreement to the328

fully sampled dataset.329

To verify that the results for sampling schemes with random330

elements (i.e., random and random reflection subsampling)331

are representative, two further, randomly drawn subsets were332

created for each scheme and used for the reconstruction of333

the full dataset. Ultimately, the abovementioned results did334

not change significantly; in particular, we obtained the same335

numbers as in Table I.336

We also created five datasets with a subsampling rate of 5%.337

Results of the low-rank reconstructions can be seen in Fig. 7.338

As expected, reducing the amount of data leads to a deterio-339

ration in the reconstruction quality. This is also indicated by340

the increased root-mean-square errors of the reconstructions.341

Nevertheless, for the triangle Lissajous, original Lissajous, and 342

random reflection schemes, the main features are still clearly 343

visible and comparable to a random subsampling. The white 344

light subsampling still delivers poor results. 345

Comparing the different subsampling schemes, the random 346

reflection approach yields the smallest overall root-mean- 347

square error of the employed practically relevant sampling 348

schemes. This might be a result of the characteristics of the 349

dataset. Comparing the routes from Fig. 2 with the structure 350

of the sample from Fig. 1(b) indicates that data acquired in 351

the center area sustain more information compared with the 352

boundary area and might even be more important than having 353

a uniform coverage of the sampling domain. Nevertheless, 354

as pointed out in Section II-B, the specimen and application 355

are chosen as a relevant prototype for scanning-based instru- 356

ments to reflect the general nature of the presented approaches. 357

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 358

Different subsampling schemes have been compared for 359

compressive nano-FTIR measurement. The triangle Lissajous, 360

original Lissajous, and random reflection schemes have been 361

shown to lead to a suitable data reconstruction for a subsam- 362

pling rate of 10%. Even with a subsampling rate of 5%, rea- 363

sonable results were achieved. All three subsampling schemes 364

yielded similar results. Furthermore, these results are in agree- 365

ment with the results of random subsampling. We have, 366

therefore, presented three subsampling schemes with practical 367
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relevance, which significantly reduced the time required for368

nano-FTIR measurements.369

Future work could apply the subsampling schemes to other370

nano-FTIR measurements and, due to the general nature of371

the presented approach, also other scanning probe techniques,372

which renders our findings relevant for a wider community.373

Additionally, a hardware implementation of these schemes is374

necessary to compare the results regarding their acquisition375

times. We expect that, due to the absence of idle times and376

the possibility of continuous stage movement, the reduction in377

acquisition times approaches the subsampling rate.378

APPENDIX379

A. Details About the Original Lissajous Subsampling Scheme380

In Section III-B, a general description of the original381

Lissajous subsampling scheme is given. In the case presented382

here for a data cube of dimension 31 × 31 × 1024, the383

following parameters have been used for the original Lissajous384

scheme: A0 = 15.5, B0 = 15.5, C0 = 512, A = 97.3894,385

B = 97.3894, C = 3216.9908, ω1 = 0.0119, ω2 = 0.0084,386

ω3 = 0.0002, ϕ1 = 0.75, ϕ2 = 0.75, and ϕ3 = 0.75.387
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